Recommended Ground Transportation

If traveling from outside the Bay Area, plan to arrive at either San Francisco International Airport (SFO) or Oakland International Airport (OAK). Although Oakland is closer to campus, BART provides excellent public transportation from both. For complete information on ground transportation options, see the links below. *For travel reimbursement, please submit itemized receipts with proof of payment.*

**Oakland Airport Ground Transportation**

**San Francisco Airport Ground Transportation**

**BART: Bay Area Rapid Transit**
Public transportation, easy from both airports (especially during rush hours)
$9.30/one way | OAK → Downtown Berkeley Bart Station
$10.30/one way | SFO → Downtown Berkeley Bart Station

**BayPorter Express (Shared Ride)**
(510) 864-4000 or (877) 467-1800
$38 (one-way plus tip) SFO → Berkeley

**ABC Shuttle**
(510) 712-6452
Offers private, non-stop transportation
$54 SFO / $34 OAK → Berkeley

**Anytime Shuttle**
(925) 231-7618
Offers private, non-stop transportation
$84 SFO → Berkeley
$69 OAK → Berkeley

**Courtesy Sedan**
Towncar service
Call Adisa at (877) 277-5466

**Ride-Share Services**
Lyft, Uber, and other ride-share services can provide flexible and reasonable transportation as well.